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• Energy savings from 25 to 75 %
• Increase equipements’ useful life
• Reduce the number of O&M
interventions in the tunnel
• No control cable needed
• For HPS, LED and fluorescent luminaires
• For new and existing tunnel

Nyx Hemera Technologies’ solution

The TLACS solution

is tailored to the needs and requirements of road tunnel lighting control around the world. The system,
called Tunnel Lighting Addressable Control System (TLACS), is the most complete and technologically
advanced solution on the market.

is a proven solution that can save between 25 and 75 on the energy costs required for tunnel lighting,
with an average payback period of 3 years.
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Entrance lighting

The Client application for the control room is
synchronized to the NWC for configuration,
control, and operations surveillance.
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Capture the luminance at the tunnel portal to adjust
the
various zones according to Standards.
ILCAM
Alignment monitoring of the photometer for more
precise
LCAMlumens reading.
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Three Methods to Save Energy
Multistage Method
The TLACS ensures 10 to 32 lighting stages instead of 3 or 4 in order to
get closer to International Standards for tunnel lighting.
This technique reduces the over lighting and therefore uses the right
amount of energy to lighten the tunnel while maintaining user safety.
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Lumens Maintenance

Measure the level of illuminance within the tunnel
bore to ensure the illumination levels are maintained
between cleaning.
Depreciation

Standard constant lumens

The network controller acts as a master unit that
controls each lamp’s local unit (LPC) according to
their location, the required light level, or
commands from the operator.

Intelligent Lighting Control
System’s dynamic
lumens

Whatever the cleaning cycle, the tunnels are always over-lighted at
the beginning of a cycle. This is to ensure that the lumens meet the
requirements in worst case scenarios.

Depreciation

6 months

The TLACS offers a dynamic adjustment of luminance according to the
real dirtiness of the luminaire, avoiding the over lighting between periods
of cleaning maintenance.

LED Depreciation

Redundant NWC

LED Depreciation

Operators use the TLACS solution to dynamically control and monitor every luminaire individually, increase the
number of lighting stage and reduce the over lighting, therefore save energy and extend the relamping cycles while
meeting the tunnel safety regulations.

TLACS supports different types of lamps (HPS, LED, Fluorescent) and is offered in three versions :

- Control pre-configured groups of luminaires
- Activate/deactivate power contactor
(typically 1 per lighting stage)

- Control and dimming group of
luminaires per lighting stage
- Adjust luminance per dirt accumulation
and light lost factor

- Full control and monitoring
of individual luminaire
- Large energy saving with an
average payback period of 3 years

Lighting systems decline in lumen output over time. Often, the initial light
levels will be above the recommended target value. With time, light levels
decline toward—and potentially below—the established criteria. The
overlighted designed to compensate leads to excessive energy use.

Lumen output

Installed in the luminaires, the LPC controls and
monitors the driver. In addition to controlling
on-off and dimming the lamps according to the
required light level, the LPC computes the hours
of use for each luminaire, and performs a diagnostic
on each and render systematic reports to the
NWC.

100,000 h

The TLACS constantly monitors the real lumens levels inside the tunnels
and increase it as per the real needs as the lumen output declines.

Standard LED lighting
Excess lighting
Nyx’ dynamic lumens adjustment
Required lighting

The TLACS is capable of addressing lamps individually. As a result, you can create various lighting scenarios as well as control and
supervise lamp status and consumption, allowing operators to:
		

• Adjust the light level to reduce the “black-hole effect” in tunnel entrances.

		

• Monitor the age and condition of each luminaire to establish a proactive maintenance program.

		

• Create various lighting scenarios as well as control and supervise lamp status and consumption.

This intelligent control system integrates a dynamic repeater in each LPC. It is therefore not necessary to install additional repeaters
in the tunnel to relay the signals.
Disclaimer: All of the above information, including drawings, illustrations, and graphic designs, reflects our present understanding, and is to the best of our knowledge. We believe that the data presented is accurate and reliable. Users, however, should independently
evaluate the suitability of each product for the desired application. Under no circumstances does this constitute an assurance of any particular quality or performance. Such an assurance is only provided in the context of our product specifications or explicit contractual
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